
Pro Mix ® Aqua



Innovation

Flexibility

The use of waterborne varnishes and coating materials gains more and 

more in importance due to legal restraints, your own environmental aware-

ness or customer requirements. At the same time user want neither to miss 

the flexibility regarding delivery time, quantity buying and colour matching 

nor to accept quality loss in comparison to solventborne products.  

The water-based multi-paint-system Pro Mix® Aqua meets these demands 

and provides further product advantages by many innovative qualities which 

are also economically worthwhile for the user.

Pro Mix® Aqua is based only on a few pigment pastes to cover the complete 

colour spectrum of solid colours. All colours are available lead free. Optional 

aluminium pastes allow producing even simple effect colour shades. The 

addition of pigment pastes to numerous different water-based qualities pro-

vides exact colour shades and durable coatings as requested.

A transparent base determines the particular quality of the finished product. 

From single component primers through to high-quality two-component top 

coats, all standard qualities used in industry and handicraft are available, opti-

onally in different gloss levels and texture degrees. 

The base material is already filled in sales packages and can be tinted in it. 

Thus, additional costs for decanting or unnecessary warehousing are omit-

ted. Different can sizes facilitate cost-efficient tinting in line with need, 

even in smaller quantities.

Water-based multi-paint-system



The tinting can be carried out manually as well as by automatic dispenser. 
In doing so, the formulas are computer optimized not only in terms of color 

matching, but also in terms of quality, coverage, price and resistance. 

The multi-paint-system Pro Mix® Aqua offers the possibility to supply a 

wide group of users with water-based varnishes of superior quality and 

to display in the same time flexibility, which fulfils all customer requirements 

without any additional costs. 

Minimum delivery times without large warehousing and highest quality gua-

rantee the future success. 

Success

Water-based multi-paint-system



Pro Mix® Aqua PMA

Pro Mix® Aqua Bases WAK

Pro Mix® Aqua Bases WAY

WAK 2500-90 WBS Alkyd-Brushing paint gloss
WAK 2500-30 WBS Alkyd-Brushing paint satin matt

WPA 2100-40 WBS 1K-PU-Acrylic paint covering satin matt
WPA 2400-70 WBS 1K-PU-Coat satin gloss

Pro Mix® Aqua Bases WPA

WAY 1000-20 WBS 1K-Primer
WAY 2000-40 WBS One coat spray paint satin matt
WAY 2010-40 WBS One-coat airless paint satin matt
WAY 2200-20 WBS One-coat matt
WAY 7000-40 WBS 1K-Acrylic-Dipping paint satin matt

Pro Mix® Aqua Bases WPU

WPU 2220-30 WBS 2K-Top coat Industry satin matt
WPU 2425-90 WBS 2K-PUR-Top coat gloss
WPU 2425-50 WBS 2K-PUR-Top coat semi gloss
WPU 2425-30 WBS 2K-PUR-Top coat satin matt
WPU 2425-10 WBS 2K-PUR-Top coat matt
WPU 2500-50 WBS 2K-PU-Top coat semi gloss
WPU 3000-70 WBS 2K-PU-Structure paint satin gloss
WPU 5400-20 WBS 2K-PU-Micaceous paint matt

Pro Mix® Aqua Bases WEP

WEP 1000-20 WBS 2K-EP-Primer
WEP 2000-50 WBS 2K-EP-Top coat semi gloss
WEP 2300-50 WBS 2K-EP-Floor paint
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